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In this rapidly developing digital age, few industries are undergoing more profound
changes than healthcare. Technology is empowering people to take care of their
own health. It’s fuelling truly personalised interactions between professionals and
patients. And it’s enabling healthcare companies to disrupt traditional business
models by engaging with different customers in more dynamic, instantaneous and
rewarding ways.
Yet technology is a double-edged sword – the more that we rely on it, the less our
humanness appears to matter. Which is why we’ve asked some of the world’s most
influential thought leaders in healthcare to analyse not just how far we’ve come but
where technology is leading us. In particular, how our human qualities can come to the
fore and ensure that these astonishing technological innovations serve two concurrent
purposes: to help people live longer and more fulfilling lives, and to enable the growth
of brands and the products and services they provide.
It’s why data and insight are such crucial ingredients in this new digitised world. They
can show us what is working, who is benefiting, where global needs are, and how
personal needs can be better served. And all in an instant.
This magazine aims to provide our industry with fresh perspectives and solutions
designed to show how technology is helping us expand our horizons – and look
at ways we can all keep one step ahead in what is an increasingly competitive
environment.
And, most of all, how our inherent human qualities – among them our emotional
responses, capacity for empathy and ability to approach problems in a personalised
manner – can make technology even more potent. Not just for our industry and
patients but for the ultimate beneficiaries of these healthcare transformations. People.
I hope you find this a stimulating read, and that the stories on how others are
transforming help inspire you on your own journey.

LEE GAZEY
Global CEO of Health
l.gazey@hallandpartners.com
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From time spent at digital health

tasks. The second is a form of technology

conferences recently – such as

that understands written, or verbal,

CES, SXSW, Exponential Medicine,

unstructured human language – better

ConnectedHealth and Health 2.0. – I’ve

known as natural language processing

learned that it’s not the introduction of a

(NLP) or natural language generation

‘new digital health trend’ that’s impacting

(NLG).
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pharma manufacturers but rather the
maturity and evolution of several existing

Machine learning and NLP are positively

trends. Technological advancements

impacting the research being conducted

enable digital health trends to have more

by pharma companies. Market

widespread applicability. Three prominent

researchers view AI as a gamechanger

trends – artificial intelligence, voice

for analyzing unstructured data,

assistants and virtual/telehealth – have

understanding emotion, or identifying

significant influence on pharmaceutical

trends that are hidden to the human eye.

manufacturers and marketers.

Machine learning in clinical trial research
is being used to reduce the average time

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

to find and recruit patients to clinical
trials from months to minutes. This has a

I like to think of AI as ‘automation on

huge impact on closing the gap of $5.9m

steroids’. There are two forms of AI that

needed annually for clinical research.¹

have been more widely adopted and

Deep 6 AI is a leading company applying

used in healthcare. Cognitive algorithms

this form of AI to fragmented medical

enable computers to learn from the data

documents to match complex clinical trial

and results that are generated over time.

criteria in the physician’s office and at the

Known as machine learning, it can be

point of care.

applied to augment and accelerate human

1 Deep 6 AI
at CES 2018
Session:
Emerging
Tech: AI, VR,
Biometrics,
Diagnostics,
Data
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VOICE ASSISTANTS

Moreover, the advancements in voice
assistants provide personal and

Many of us own, or are familiar with,

conversational interactions to improve

Amazon Alexa and Google Home. These

medication adherence. Sensely’s

are AI devices that understand or process

customized platform uses voice

natural language, as well as generate

recognition, NLG and avatar technology

natural language responses. Increasingly,

to create an interactive virtual nurse

these devices are being adopted by

assistant. Companies like Novartis and

healthcare providers and patients to

Bayer, as well as research centers like

ask clinical questions or seek disease

the Mayo Clinic, are using Sensely to help

information. The Merck-sponsored Alexa

clinicians and patients better manage and

Diabetes Challenge focused innovators

monitor their health.

on creating voice-enabled solutions to
improve the lives of those with Type 2

VIRTUAL/TELEHEALTH

diabetes. Amazon Echo Spot and Show
screen-enabled devices are now tools

Technology can eliminate the physical

for incident tracking and appointment

roadblocks that are typically barriers

reminders.

for populations to receive healthcare.
Advances in interoperability and biometric

The advancements in
voice assistants provide
personal and conversational
interactions to improve
medication adherence

sensors are improving the accuracy of
data collected and exchanged between
patient and healthcare professionals,
consequently making telemedicine a
more effective option for populations.
Imagine a world of ‘healthcare without
walls’. Well, companies like pingmd
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Technology can eliminate
the physical roadblocks
that are typically
barriers for populations
to receive healthcare

and Doctor On Demand are doing it,

Labs as the winner for the Mobile

connecting physicians to people and

Wellness Management Challenge.2 For

providing interconnected platforms

pharma, companion digital therapeutics

across the care continuum. Medically

such as this become a holistic part of

Home enables you to admit yourself to

the therapy regiment in addition to a

your home hospital! Hospital-level care

prescribed drug.

such as infusion, physical therapy and
clinical services can all be arranged and

DON’T FORGET THE PERSON

managed at home. Connecting physicians
to people and enacting behavioral

One resounding takeaway from all of

change is at the heart of virtual health or

our digital conferences was that digital

telemedicine. As an industry we’re still not

cannot be a substitute for real-life

there yet with regard to payment parity,

interactions. It’s easy to get lost in the

but we’re making great strides.

bling of technology or the buzzwords
of AI and big data. However, there are

2 https://jlabs.

Virtual health, and the ability to manage

significant implications to healthcare

chronic disease, is further enabled by the

companies when bridging the virtual and

com/news/

improvements in biometric sensors. The

real worlds. Much like physicians need

johnson-johnson-

latest mobile device sensors and other

to humanize patients versus seeing the

innovation-

IoT chip technology bring remarkable

‘films’ of a patient, the innovators of

announces-winner-

clinical setting precision to the home,

digital health platforms also need to see

health-technology-

transforming smartphones into a medical

the patients and not just the devices we’re

innovator-quickfire

device. For example, FibriCheck is a

enabling.

jnjinnovation.

Sources: OHG

medically certified and reimbursed AI

Digital Picks

app. By placing your finger over your

This hit home when listening to Tara

phone camera, it can detect irregular

Narula MD at a digital health conference

heart rhythms, anywhere and anytime,

last year. She commented, “Fear and

and share this information with your

insecurity come with being a patient, so

Trends Report Q3-

healthcare provider. FibriCheck has

we need to have empathy. Medicine is

Q4 2017; Fierce

proven outcomes to preventing strokes

personal. Behind every screen is a human

Pharma Aug 21,

and was recognised by J&J Innovation

patient and a life story.” Let’s not forget it.

2017

2018; SXSW 2018;
Greenbrook
Research Industry
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but also prescribe another app which
we download to treat our symptoms.
Software prescribing software, with no

Healthcare circles are buzzing over the

human in the loop: what would it take for

development of artificial intelligence

patients and HCPs to embrace this new

– and with good reason. The new

paradigm?

generation of AI-powered products and
services has the potential to transform
not just some, but every aspect of
healthcare. At the forefront of medical
specialties, radiology is exploring how
AI could help interpret images, while
consumer-facing apps could become so
advanced that they provide affordable and

AI has the potential
to transform not just
some, but every aspect
of healthcare

accessible healthcare services to billions
of people globally. The smart devices we

Unsurprisingly, some of these new

already use to help control our homes

services are being developed by the

and check the weather could one day

tech giants. While I trust Facebook when

detect when we’re getting the flu or

sharing my family photos, do I want it to

feeling sad simply by ‘listening’ to us

use AI to screen my posts and determine

sneezing or crying.

if I’m at risk of depression, or even
suicide. Thankfully, the conversation

While this rapidly approaching future

about what it’s going to take to implement

bodes well for humanity’s health, it

trustworthy AI in healthcare has already

raises questions about trust. Although a

begun, as evidenced by two thought-

symptom-checker app has been shown to

provoking reports I’ve recently seen:

outperform some doctors in diagnosing

Thinking on its own: AI in the NHS from

some diseases, can we really trust the

Reform and Ethical, Social, and Political

app to outperform doctors in every

Challenges of Artificial Intelligence in

scenario? Another challenge concerns the

Health from Future Advocacy.

fast-growing world of digital therapeutics:
in the future, the symptom-checker

Trust in AI will also vary depending on

app might not only be able to diagnose

who you speak to and where in the world
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they live. Intel’s 2018 survey found that

adoption and trustworthiness. Hence

around 30% of US healthcare leaders

the call for explainable AI – AI-powered

stated both patients and clinicians

systems shouldn’t be ‘black boxes’. From

would not trust AI to play an active role

a cultural perspective, it’s fascinating that

in healthcare. Contrast this with PwC’s

today we accept the risks in healthcare –

2016 survey asking consumers if they

i.e. humans making medical errors – but

would be willing to engage with AI for

when it comes to AI we’re demanding

their healthcare needs: in Nigeria, 94% of

perfection. A machine has to be

people said they would. Poorer nations

completely free of errors and bias before

with fragmented, under-resourced

we can trust it. AI is forcing humanity to

healthcare systems may take the lead in

hold a mirror up to itself, reflecting our

adopting AI in healthcare.

own biases and prejudices.

Who do we blame when the
machine makes a mistake?

There’s much debate around ethics and
how we build AI that’s free of bias, where
existing prejudices around race and

The increased use of AI will hopefully

gender may filter into the algorithm. While

reduce the relatively high rate of human

we’re at least becoming aware of the

medical error that can cause harm, even

ethical conundrum, a recent study by NC

death. But what if smart machines lead

State University concluded that providing

to new types of medical errors? And

a code of ethics to software developers

when they happen, who will be held

had no impact on their behaviour. So, is

accountable? If your doctor misdiagnoses

the UK government’s code of conduct for

you, at least there’s a clear path of

data-driven health and care technology

accountability. Deep Learning – a branch

going to be sufficient? Are organisations

of AI which aims to replicate the neural

around us failing to keep up with the pace

networks in the human brain – is already

of change? Pfizer has recently appointed

being researched by companies like

a Chief Digital Officer but is that enough in

Google to determine if machines could

this new era?

support decision making in a hospital by
predicting what’s likely to happen next to

Some believe that AI virtual assistants

a patient.

could ‘care’ for people: Amazon Echo,
for example, could remind seniors to

Technology is moving faster than our

take their medications as well as help

understanding, and if humans can’t

combat loneliness. Children are growing

interpret how a computer is making

up in an era where it’s normal to have

a decision, this forms a barrier in its

a conversation with an app. I’ve been

HALL & PARTNERS
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AI is forcing humanity to
hold a mirror up to itself,
reflecting our own biases
and prejudices

© Hugging Faces app

© Replika app
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testing chatbots aimed at children, such
as Hugging Face, a ‘virtual friend’ that’s
designed to be fun and entertaining, and

Are digital tools really
shifting power to patients
or is it all an illusion?

Replika, which is intended to help young
people talk through their problems.

In 2015 Jeremy Hunt, former UK Health

The responses, however, aren’t always

Secretary, talked about making healthcare

appropriate. How do we ensure that the

more human centred: “We have the

virtual assistant doesn’t remind Grandma

chance to make NHS patients the most

to take the wrong medication or the AI

powerful patients in the world – and we

friend encourage a child to self-harm?

should leap at the opportunity.” Certainly,
the mantra that frequently accompanies

As power moves from
providers to patients,
will it be evenly
distributed?

the rollout of new technology is that it’s
going to empower patients. Instead of
visiting the hospital for a test, we can
check for an abnormal heart rhythm in the
comfort of our own home. We’ll have an
array of apps to detect signs of disease
before we even display symptoms.
We’ll be able to access our complete
medical histories online. This new era of

We’re so fixated on regulating the

transparency promises to make patient-

collection of data in healthcare, we

power something completely normal.

forget that consumer-focused AI
products will also be collecting health

But what about those patients who find

data – with the future direction of

technology a burden, who don’t have the

healthcare likely being shaped by

latest iPhone and a data plan? As power

the organisations that gather the

moves from providers to patients, will it

most. Will these organisations

be evenly distributed? With pressure in

really be putting patients first or is it

every country to keep a lid on healthcare

about generating even more economic

costs, machines that ‘care’ for us could

value? We have to become data literate

become the new normal. Will the future

and understand the implications of how

involve the masses being cared for by

data can be used for collective benefit,

machines while only the richest can

as well as to limit our choices.

afford to see a human doctor?

HALL & PARTNERS
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AI virtual assistants could ‘care’ for seniors
and help combat loneliness © Joe Giddens/PA

Nations are competing to become leaders

Given that AI will be impinging on so

in AI, replaying the centuries-old human

many aspects of healthcare, there

drama for power and control. However, in

are complex challenges relating to

this quest to win the race, could nations

accountability; our laws, for example,

move so quickly to implement AI in

will need to accommodate a world

healthcare that corners are cut? Instead

where machines tell doctors (and

of focusing on national AI strategies,

patients) which treatment will be most

perhaps we should be considering how

effective. With the current concentration

the value from AI can be shared around

of power in healthcare, AI could

the world, for the benefit of humanity.

become the catalyst that accelerates
the shift to a future where patients

The conversation is just
starting

have genuine power, both individually

I’ve posed many questions without

At this point in the 21st century I believe

providing many answers, but there are

we stand at a crossroads. While, like

so many unknowns at present. Society’s

many, I’m impatient for change to happen,

response to developments in technology

I’m also mindful that this can’t be led by

and data isn’t as rapid as it could be. To

the privileged few. There’s a wonderful

build trust, we must first understand why

opportunity to involve all parts of society

people are afraid of AI. Then, instead of

in building a future where we can harness

dismissing them as luddites, we must

AI in a trustworthy manner – providing

genuinely listen to their concerns and

healthcare that’s adaptable, accessible

invite them to be part of the way forward.

and affordable to everyone on the planet.

and collectively.
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Diabetes:
transforming
the data
paradigm
LILLY

IS

LEVERAGING

TECHNOLOGY

TO

TRANSFORM

DIABETES

MANAGEMENT.

FERZANDI

SHARES

REACHING

DEVELOPMENTS

LORI

THESE

FAR-

Successful insulin management is
predicated upon good data. When data is
inaccurate, unavailable or misunderstood,
insulin management, and ultimately
diabetes management, can become
challenging. Yet, unfortunately, obtaining
accurate, interpretable and actionable
data has proven elusive for many people
living with diabetes and their healthcare
providers. Innovation must come to
the forefront of medicine and diabetes
management to create solutions that
will address the issues that have made
securing and comprehending health data
so problematic.

TRANSFORM
TRANSFORM
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Why does a turkey
sandwich eaten on
Tuesday not result
in the same blood
glucose readings as
a turkey sandwich
eaten on Monday?

In recent years, many have tried to step
up their innovation game, initiating an
evolution of connected devices and
decision-making support for diabetes
management. Still, widespread adoption
of changes to insulin data tracking has
not occurred. New insulin management
and data tracking technologies must help
people with diabetes better understand
the condition and how they can best
treat it.
The first part of achieving this goal is
making blood glucose data easier to
interpret. Why does a turkey sandwich
eaten on Tuesday not result in the same
blood glucose readings as a turkey
sandwich eaten on Monday? Seemingly
incongruous data points can be a major
source of confusion and frustration for
people with diabetes and act as another
deterrence in the data collection process.
Likewise, while HCPs offer tailored
guidance to their patients, existing data
delivery options are cumbersome to
use and not always helpful. They can be
difficult to interpret and translate into
detailed patient guidance, so providers
are forced to examine lengthy blood
glucose logs and try to gather the
information from patient visits.

HALL & PARTNERS

The second part of achieving this goal is

Second, the goal for Lilly’s future insulin

to create data tracking technologies that

management system is to make data

strengthen the patient-healthcare provider

both interpretable and actionable for

relationship. People with diabetes have

people living with diabetes and their

long relied on brief quarterly visits with

care providers. By providing ongoing

their HCP as their only means of data

access to blood glucose information

review and guidance. Unfortunately, this

and personalized insulin dose

cadence is ill suited to improve insulin

recommendations, we aim to reduce the

management effectively because it

‘mental math’ that goes into calculating

cannot address potential daily missteps

an insulin dose.

—
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in care. With such a delayed feedback
loop, seemingly insignificant errors

Third, and perhaps most significantly, our

quickly become patterns of behavior that

systems are being designed to positively

cannot be rectified easily in the course of

reinforce even seemingly insignificant

a 15-minute checkup every three months.

changes in behavior. Discrete data points
will be analyzed in real time to provide

Lilly recognises that data has long been

feedback that reinforces the steps that

a source of tension for people with

people with diabetes are taking to better

diabetes and their HCPs. Consequently,

manage their condition.

we’re aiming to bridge this divide by
developing technology that changes the
current ‘data’ paradigm in three impactful
ways.
First, our digital systems are being
designed to analyze blood glucose trends
in response to insulin dose changes

Our systems are being
designed to positively
reinforce even seemingly
insignificant changes in
behavior

and capture people’s behaviors to give
them actionable insights in managing

Lilly is committed to strengthening the

their diabetes. Our hope is that the

relationship between data and real-time

information will be easily accessible and

events for individuals living with diabetes

transportable, thus reducing the need to

and their healthcare providers, and we

rely on paper logbooks or printouts of

look forward to bringing our connected

blood glucose measurements.

insulin management system to life.
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How does the brain work? As science

Exedrin® Migraine campaign was one of

progresses to understand the intricacies

the first to leverage the power of VR for

of our body’s most complex organ, virtual

disease awareness, by inviting friends

reality could help to uncover some new

and family of migraine sufferers to walk

mechanisms around brain plasticity and

in the patient’s shoes and experience the

lead the way for innovative forms of

debilitating effects of a migraine with a

treatment.

VR headset.

For a while, VR seemed like a technology

But this isn’t the only promise of virtual

reserved only for gamers – until, in a

reality in healthcare. Pilots are flourishing

landmark TED Talk in 2015, Chris Milk

all over the world to explore how VR

pitched it as ‘the ultimate empathy

can manipulate the brain to bypass pain

machine’ and revealed its potential to

signals, develop coping mechanisms,

be used in education, in advertising, in

and improve mobility functions and body

fundraising and in healthcare. In 2015, the

perception.

—
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Virtual reality can manipulate the
brain to bypass pain signals, develop
coping mechanisms, and improve mobility
functions and body perception

Some applications – such as pain

dates back to 1997 when researchers

control – are obvious, with VR being

from Georgia Tech enrolled ten veterans

used to distract patients from their

into a small study – soon to be dubbed

physical symptoms. SnowWorld was the

‘Virtual Vietnam’. Having previously not

first application designed to this effect

responded to traditional PTSD therapies,

(and was included in the Smithsonian

all patients improved significantly within

Cooper Hewitt National Museum of

the first month of VR treatment. Virtual

Design Triennial in 2006). Targeting

reality exposure therapies are now

severely burned patients with the aim of

developed for phobias and addictions,

relieving the pain of wound care, users are

along with PTSD.

immersed into a cold and icy world. The
VR game has been tested in various small

As virtual reality operates by tricking the

studies in burn centres and specialised

brain, it’s also shown significant potential

units with some patients reporting

in rehabilitation. At the University of

a similar level of pain relief with ‘VR

Southern California, researchers from the

analgesia’ as with opioids.

Neural Plasticity and Neurorehabilitation
Laboratory have started to investigate

Beyond pain management, the technology

how VR could promote brain plasticity

lends itself quite well to intervention

and recovery in patients recovering from

in the mental health space by offering

stroke, with a brain-computer interface

a virtual – i.e. safe – environment for

used to control an avatar. In another

patients to be exposed to their fears

recent headline, it was announced

or triggers and develop new coping

in October 2018 that Accenture has

mechanisms. The first attempt to use the

developed a VR game designed to help

newly emerging VR technology for PTSD

amputees with phantom limb syndrome.
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The technology was tested in Sao Paulo,

with one patient even being able to move

Brazil and demonstrated an increase

her legs again.

in patient engagement and confidence
to control their prosthetic limb and a
decrease in phantom limb pain.
Pushing the exploration even further, the
Duke University’s Walk Again Project aims
to help patients with critical spinal cord
injury to regain part of their sensations or

Virtual reality can help
restore the critical link
between body and mind and
‘re-wire’ the brain

mobility. What started the experiment was
a simple observation: when paraplegic

As science strives to better understand

patients were asked to imagine they were

how our brains work, the potential

walking, there was no modulation of brain

for larger-scale studies and further

signals. So, to stimulate their brains, the

application of VR to more health

team designed a protocol combining

conditions is bound to increase. And

brain-controlled exoskeletons and VR,

with the democratisation of the cost of

helping restore the critical link between

VR equipment, virtual reality programmes

body and mind and ‘re-wire’ the brain. The

may well become a cost-efficient

first results were astonishing. In the small

treatment option in the future.

cohort of eight patients who participated
in the study, all have regained some

Who’s ready for the emergence of digital

degree of motor control and sensation,

therapeutics?
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The aged population is currently at its

costs associated with loneliness in

highest level in human history, and rising.

this older age bracket that represent a

With almost a third of the populations in

looming major public health concern.

the US, UK, Canada and Brazil expected

Age UK has warned that if the problem

to be over 60 by 2050, the impact of an

isn’t addressed, “it can become chronic,

ageing population and the consequences

seriously affecting people’s health and

on society have been well documented.

wellbeing”.1

And the proportion of older citizens is
even higher in Japan, Germany, Italy

Loneliness is usually triggered by some

at 40%. But while media coverage has

sort of loss. For the older adult, the

mainly focused on the complex and

initiators of loss are often associated

increasing health demands of the older

with bereavement or physical loss, such

adult, there’s one risk factor that’s often

as mobility or hearing impairment. An

ignored – that of loneliness.

equally important trigger is the impact of

looming public

retirement where the social interaction

health concern’.

While it’s true that loneliness doesn’t

of work is lost, as well as professional

The Guardian. 25

discriminate by age, it’s the hidden

identity.

September 2018

1 Campbell,
Dennis. Loneliness
among over-50s ‘is

32

Over 9 million people in
the UK – almost a fifth of
the population – say they
are always or often lonely5

The impact of loneliness isn’t limited

trials have been found to produce a 40%

to the individual but extends across

increase in happiness among care-home

families and caregivers, the health

residents, sparking memories and new

system and society as a whole. From a

conversations.

medical perspective, loneliness is often
converted into physical symptoms as

At a national level, the UK appointed

a way of seeing a doctor, with frequent

the first ever Minister for Loneliness

visits for social interaction putting a

in 20182 to look at the problem from a

strain on limited health resources. Future

strategic perspective. The UK has also

solutions that foster greater connections

recently started piloting its Call&Check

among older adults will require better

solution,3 a community-based initiative

a Minister for

identification of those at risk. Academic

whereby postal workers augment the

Loneliness. New

institutions are actively studying a new

existing postal delivery infrastructure

York Times. 17

cohort to identify traits and capabilities of

to provide a simple health check of

January 2018

‘resilient seniors’.

vulnerable older people at a personal

3 UK posties to

So, what’s the answer to this multi-faceted

successfully been supporting older

‘call and check’

challenge? Current solutions engage

residents in Jersey for the last five

on vulnerable

across all levels – individual, community

years. At the other end of the technology

and isolated

and national – with technology support

spectrum, the University of California San

Brits. Calland-

ranging from minimal to advanced

Diego and IBM Research are collaborating

complexity. Individual solutions tend to be

on a research initiative to allow seniors

focused at encouraging social interaction

to age in place4 – within their own

and shared experiences. US-based

home and community. By leveraging a

Rendever, for example, uses VR to create

mix of technology, artificial intelligence

news_releas-

virtual visual experiences, transporting

and life sciences knowledge, the goal

es/release.

users to places that they can no longer

is to enhance the quality of life and

sfe?id=2328

physically visit. Their ‘expanded world’

independence for the older adult.

2 Yeginsu, Ceylan. UK Appoints

level. This innovative scheme has

check.com. 16
October 2018
4 jacobsschool.
ucsd.edu/news/
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Lacking social
But no single organisation can solve this
issue on its own. It’s going to take a ‘new
kind of village’ – a societal shift that helps
older people feel more connected with
others in their community, that rebuilds
their social capital. We need to drive
insights that help detect loneliness earlier
and intervene more rapidly and effectively.

connections is a
comparable risk
factor for early
death as smoking 15
cigarettes a day6

This will require stakeholders from many
industries to play their part in building a
better-connected community for older
adults. From healthcare providing active
screening for early signs of loneliness, to
utility companies identifying behaviour
patterns that may indicate an isolation,
through to automotive companies
improving the individual’s mobility and
engagement through self-driving vehicles.
As the demographic of the world’s

5 www.campaigntoendloneliness.org/loneliness-research

population rapidly continues to change,

6 www.redcross.org.

what part will your business play in

uk/about-us/what-we-

building an ecosystem to prevent a

do/action-on-lone-

loneliness epidemic among older adults?
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The brave new world
of healthcare
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We’re in a transition time in healthcare,
one that scares a lot of hospitals and
medical practice groups. Healthcare
is going digital, and with digitalization
comes the major tech and consumer
companies. Amazon, Google, Apple,
Walmart, CVS, Samsung and more have
already entered healthcare, and the
disruption will come quickly. Apple and
Amazon, both worth over $1tn, have the
money, power, scale, brands and reach to
dramatically alter consumer behavior and,
in this case, patient lives.
So how do current providers, HCPs and
hospitals compete with such major tech
companies? They do it by keeping up
to date with what moves these giants –
what they’re thinking about, what they’re
currently making – and joining in on the
game.
It comes down to three main categories,
with significant overlap: the changing
patient experience, new revenue streams,
and additional services to offer.

TRANSFORM
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Patients will come
to expect their
healthcare on demand
and everything online

© Apple

PATIENT EXPERIENCE
We’re seeing healthcare move out of the
traditional clinic and into the patient’s
home. The house call is back, both in
person and by virtual care. Telemedicine,
or virtual care, is expected to grow from
an $18.1bn global industry in 2015 to a
$41.2bn industry by 2021.
In the US, some of the largest payers are
pushing this agenda forward in a big way.
The VA (Veterans Health Administration),
the largest health system in the US; Kaiser
Permanente, with 12 million patients;
and United Healthcare, the largest private
payer – all have jumped into virtual care.
In addition, companies like Heal offer next
day physician appointments, in home, for
a standard copayment – and up to three
times more time spent with the physician.
Patients will come to expect their
healthcare on demand and everything
online. Providers that don’t offer
alternative clinic visits, online messaging,
and easy online appointments and billing
won’t be able to keep up.

HALL & PARTNERS

NEW REVENUE STREAMS AND

to the patient for remote monitoring,

ADDITIONAL SERVICES TO OFFER

in addition to the initial virtual or in-

—

person clinic visit to set up the remote
While some of the new services offered

monitoring, adding an additional revenue

might not impact the bottom line directly

stream.

with additional revenue, the majority likely
will.

Apple has now partnered with hundreds
of hospitals so that patients can

New services, in addition to virtual

download their electronic medical record

care and online interaction, can include

(EMR) to their iPhones – the list includes

transportation partnerships like the

a lot of the top health systems in the US

ones already appearing in the US.

such as Cedar-Sinai, Duke, Stanford and

Many systems have partnered with Lyft

Harvard. This – combined with Oracle,

and Uber to help get patients to their

IBM, Microsoft, Salesforce, Amazon and

appointments, and the healthcare office

more taking a recent co-operative pact

can co-ordinate with patients both via

to remove the barriers for adoption in

smartphone and landline, making sure

healthcare interoperability – means that

not to exclude people who don’t have a

soon we’ll be seeing more standardized

smartphone.

and interoperable data, including EMRs as
well as all the IoT devices.

In the US, remote monitoring is now
being reimbursed by Medicare, and with

The best way to stay on trend is by

good reason. You can now send patients

following what the major tech companies

home with a tracking device or point-of-

are moving into and figuring out how to

care diagnostic, helping catch potential

incorporate this into your organization.

problems early before the patient needs

Or, choose to stay exactly as you are and

an expensive intervention. Existing

join the ranks of history along with Kodak.

practices can charge a subscription fee

It’s your choice.

TRANSFORM
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This year over a third of a million Britons

survival will be normal even for patients

will be told they have cancer. While that

with cancers that have spread from their

might sound like an alarming statistic,

primary site. The political importance of

one and a half million people are currently

cancer is huge, as voters perceive it as

living with the disease, successfully

the most pertinent issue in health today.

managing their symptoms. And due to the
remarkable advances in treatments, by

Dramatic progress is likely in surgery,

2030 this number will soar to over three

radiotherapy, chemotherapy and

million.

immunotherapy leading to increased
cure – but at a price. The cost of many
cancer drugs now exceeds £100,000

The political importance
of cancer is huge, as
voters perceive it as
the most pertinent issue
in health today

per year. The completion of the human
genome project, and the dramatic
lowering of the cost of whole genome
sequencing of an individual, has brought
the prospect of sophisticated genetic risk
assessment requiring careful integration
into screening programmes. And excellent
palliative care to relieve pain and suffering

There’s been an explosion in our

at the end of life must be a basic right. Yet

molecular understanding of how our own

its availability is often still patchy, even

cells become subverted to grow and

in well-funded healthcare systems. The

divide abnormally to become malignant.

next twenty years will undoubtedly be a

Based on this knowledge, we’re now

time of unprecedented innovation, but

poised to see some incredible advances

personalisation is the key.

in prevention, detection and treatment.
Cancer will become a chronic illness,

It will also be a time of great social

joining conditions such as diabetes and

change driven by access to information.

heart disease. While these conditions

People are no longer passive recipients

affect how people live, they don’t

of care but active, empowered partners.

inexorably lead to death. Long-term

Healthcare is fast becoming a consumer

HALL & PARTNERS
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good – available on demand to those

knowledge through artificial intelligence.

who have the resources. Even now, 75%

The future landscape of cancer service

of the world’s cancer drugs are sold in

delivery will be very different – fast-paced,

the United States, home to less than

competitive, consumer-focused, internet-

5% of our population. But all healthcare

aware and driven by much more real-

systems are struggling to keep up with

patient involvement.

TRANSFORM

the burden of aging populations, novel
technology and a much better informed
and demanding public.
Age is the biggest driver of a cancer
incidence. At the same time, new
technology in many areas of medicine

Living long and dying
fast will become the
mantra of 21st century
medicine

is bringing improvements to the quality
and length of life. Major innovations in

The ability of technology to improve

many areas are likely to have the greatest

cancer care is assured. But this will

impact on cancer. Biosensors to detect

come at a price – the direct costs of

early disease, genetic prediction of

providing it and the costs of looking after

cancer risk, robotics and nanotechnology

the increasingly elderly population it will

together with patient-empowered

produce. We will eventually simply run

diagnostics and high-cost molecular-

out of things to die from. New ethical and

targeted therapies will all need to be

moral dilemmas will arise as we seek

anticipated in the future configuration of

the holy grail of compressed morbidity.

cancer care.

Living long and dying fast will become
the mantra of 21st century medicine.

Global providers will emerge to deliver

Our cancer future will emerge from the

optimal care tailored to local geographical

interaction of four factors: the success

and economic environments. Huge

of new technology, society’s willingness

datasets will be continuously analysed

to pay, future healthcare delivery systems

by powerful computers to see previously

and the financial mechanisms that

hidden patterns, creating a new world of

underpin them.
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In the 1960s, when I was diagnosed as a

The telecoms industry refers to this as

six-year-old with macular degeneration,

omnichannel. However, if one channel

technology was non-existent apart

is cut off permanently or temporarily to

from some very thick-lens glasses.

an individual, then the wealth of other

Over the intervening 50 years, assistive

channels can compensate. Think of how

technology has gone from dedicated,

you increasingly chat with bots when

extremely expensive CCTVs and early

dealing with companies. Voice is still

adapted computers to now, when the

there as an option and may be best for

visually impaired can rely on mainstream

someone with vision impairment whereas

technology complemented with

chat is ideal for those suffering from

specialist vision impairment support.

auditory impairment, and so on.

This transformation represents the
convergence of many different strands of

As a blind person I now use a regular

formerly very separate disciplines.

iPhone with its inbuilt voiceover
accessibility feature switched on. I

Bringing people with
disabilities into the
digital world opens up
the estimated $4tr of
spending power that
they represent

permanently have a Bluetooth earpiece
inserted and use a mini Bluetooth
keyboard in one hand with a white cane
in the other. Through this combination I
have access to all the mainstream apps
that people use, social media, messaging
and audio books as well as good oldfashioned email and telephony.
In addition, I use some specialist apps

The increasingly miniaturised yet ever

like Microsoft’s Seeing AI to digitally

more powerful devices – combined

recognise ‘things’, cooking instructions

with cameras, microphones and

and even people. Be My Eyes is an app

communications hosted in the Cloud

that gives me access to over a million

– can be used to replace or enhance

volunteers who can see what I’m looking

most aspects of the human body. In the

at via a video link and tell me what’s in

spirit of the Six Million Dollar Man, we

front of me – be it an air conditioning

can almost ‘rebuild’ missing elements

control in my Chinese hotel bedroom, a

(e.g. 3D printing of bionic hands). This

bottle of wine on a supermarket shelf or

new computing environment also allows

the identity of a building in front of me.

application developers to open up every
possible channel for interaction between

Bringing people with disabilities into the

customers and sellers of products and

digital world opens up the estimated $4tr

services.

of spending power that they represent.
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The diversity of conditions and degree of

temperature and front door intercom

impairment used to be a gating factor to

without seeing what I’m doing.

specific technology. It’s now an option on
most mainstream apps over and above

The beauty of technology is not

the specialist apps and technology. For

technology for its own sake. As the Be

example, I also use an Orcam device

My Eyes example shows, the human

which clips to a pair of regular glasses.

element is still vital. For the first time I’m

This self-contained Optical Character

now considering using a guide dog. Even

Recognition system is way more powerful

there, technology will inevitably play a role

than the Kurzweil reading machine that

as my dog will doubtless be armed with a

I used in the University of Manchester

camera and tracking device to enhance its

library during my degree in the 1980s. It

performance helping me navigate my way

cost over $100,000 and wasn’t very good.

around the world.

So, rather than putting the disabled

Should we see disability as an issue in

individual in a pigeon hole, the options

its own right with a billion people being

that technology gives to interact on

classified in forms and degrees? Should

different levels and through different

we think of disability as part of the

channels represents a major market

healthcare journey that sees us enter

opportunity and brings the erstwhile

the system, get analysed, diagnosed and

excluded disabled billion into the

helped before emerging into the social

mainstream digital market. Perhaps the

care system? Or, given what technology

best example of this is the use of voice.

is doing for everyone in our daily lives,

Using your Amazon Echo, Google Home

consider it as an opportunity to digitally

or Siri to order a taxi, manage your home,

include everyone.

play music or test your general knowledge
was unthinkable even five years ago. Now
mainstream, this is a massive advantage
to the vision-impaired community. For the
first time in my life I can control the lights,

The beauty of technology
is not technology for
its own sake
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My team within Digital Innovations at

expertize to help patients get the right

BTG is committed to delivering value

treatment at the right time. I believe that

beyond our company’s existing line-up

digital innovation should be continuous,

of biotechnology products. Patients and

automatic, and considered at all levels

payers want more than status quo care

in the organization – ultimately, ‘digital

designed to maximize outcomes for the

health’ should be integrated fully into the

‘average patient’ – they want healthcare

fabric of healthcare delivery.

solutions optimized for each and every
person receiving care, through a system

It’s with this goal in mind that I’m helping

nimble enough to recognize individual

my digital innovations team realize

needs and characteristics.

the value of real-world data (RWD) in
our business. This is the information

Part of my current mission therefore is

relating to patient health that’s routinely

to help BTG combine technology-enabled

collected from sources beyond medical

services and data with our clinical

tests, such as health records, claims and

—
—
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billing activities, product and disease

following through, and whether this

registries and more. Because of the

behavior could be modified. The goal of

wide-ranging nature of RWD, it can help

this study was to explore the possible

various players in the healthcare space

benefit of targeted data collection and

monitor post-market safety and adverse

analysis, and in particular to learn if the

events, support coverage decisions and

data could provide insight into the poten-

guidelines, develop decision support tools

tial market for lung interventions beyond

and support clinical trial designs.

current standard screening practices.
For this work we collaborated with

Ultimately, ‘digital

Evidation Health, a new kind of health
and measurement company. Evidation

health’ should be
integrated fully into

provides the world’s most innovative
biopharma and healthcare companies
with the technology and guidance
they need to understand how everyday
behavior and health interact. The volumes

the fabric of healthcare

of data generated from wearables and
smartphones have opened up new ways

delivery

to analyze individuals’ behavior and health
in real time, unlocking insights into what
medicines and treatments work best and

For our team, using RWD to understanding

spotting significant changes in health

behavior patterns and patient incentives

earlier.

became an exciting endeavor to pursue
– especially in developing a better

A study was designed to collect patient-

understand of lung cancer screening.

reported information and data on activity,

Only five percent of eligible patients are

sleep, heart rate, weight, diet and other

screened for lung nodules, and fewer

measures through virtual questionnaires,

than half of these return for a follow-up

mobile devices and activity trackers.

visit after incidental nodule detection. We

Data was collected from patients both

therefore set out to understand what kept

pre- and post-diagnosis in order to

patients from requesting screens and

capture a unique data set on real-world
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behaviors. The data provided insights
on how patients understand their risk
and diagnosis, as well as how they seek
treatment and understand their options.
Through the study, we were able to
deliver both statistically significant and
directional findings. One significant
factor that was discovered was insurance
coverage and its effects on the behavior
of individuals to get screened. Other
directional findings provided insights
regarding whether patients who have
a primary care physician, or who have
interacted with the healthcare system

The volumes of data
generated from wearables
and smartphones have

at least once in the last year, made
different screening choices than those

opened up new ways to

who didn’t. The belief in the effectiveness
of lung cancer screening and health
conscientiousness also provided
directional insights on whether individuals
had a higher propensity to request

analyze individuals’
behavior and health in

screens.

real time
Having completed our initial foray
into RWD, we intend to leverage this
experience to enhance our analytic
capabilities and eventually ensure that
analysis of RWD is put to use throughout
the product development process. RWD
will be the main pillar in this work and we
are thrilled about moving forward to fully
realize this amazing opportunity.
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Get the user experience right

and the rest will follow
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When we talk about concepts such as

Technology can clearly add value to

transformational innovation in healthcare,

people’s lives but we’re not there yet.

I wonder whether enough of us who work

We’re just at the start of the fourth

in media industries truly grasp what that

industrial revolution and our goal

means from the perspective of the only

right now must be to simplify the user

group that really counts. Patients.

experience.

They’re fortunate to benefit from new

When you have a condition such as

technology and tools that enable them to

diabetes or cancer, life can become

take control over their lifestyles without

overwhelming, the daily stresses stack

having to always consult a medic.

up. The last thing you need is for your

However, we can sometimes become so

life to become even more complicated

blindsided by what technology can do

with technology. We need to meet people

that we forget to ask whether patients

where they are, see them as consumers

will accept it in the first place. We fail

rather than just patients … demanding

to understand how they will use it, if it

consumers who want simpler lives and

complicates their lives rather than assists

the kind of data that can help them

them, if the ensuing data is revelatory

predict problems before they happen.

or if the purpose of the technology truly
satisfies their needs.

—
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And for physicians, we need to create

transformational. If the human body

technology that supports their profound

becomes our primary data platform,

desire to help people. They pursued a

technologies to predict, manage and

medical career to deal with patients face-

prevent disease are now not just possible

to-face, not spend a large proportion of

but becoming the new normal.

their lives glued to technology.
However, tech adoption and long-term
If we’re to be truly effective to patients

use are very poor. In far too many cases,

and healthcare providers we need to get

people are being asked to interact with

in their heads, minds and spaces. That’s

an app or other tech, but they get nothing

what will help us to be transformative.

in return – there’s no value exchange, no
reward, no improvement in their day-to-

So while we need to embrace

day lives. The technology cannot succeed

experimentation and risk-taking to

in such circumstances.

develop these technologies, we also
need to ensure that we build capabilities

Still, there have been some successes

that go beyond traditional healthcare

of late, especially in examples

delivery and provide simplicity, relevance

where individual health data can be

and value in people’s lives. There will be

automatically collected, tracked and

barriers and biases that get in the way of

shared. For instance, a company called

effective use of these technologies and

Onduo has a digital AI behavioral

that’s where we must concentrate our

health change program that seamlessly

efforts. Not marveling at what technology

integrates into diabetes patients’

can do but devising ways that we can

everyday lives, collecting data inputs from

persuade users, stakeholders, payers and

wearable devices, self-reported data, and

professionals to embrace that technology.

community and coaching interactions to
provide supportive feedback in real time.

Innovative technology used in as

This data can also be aggregated at a

seamless a way as possible can be

population level to drive predictive alerts.

THE EFFORT, ANALYSIS AND
DECISION MAKING THAT MOST
OF TODAY’S TECHNOLOGY
REQUIRES IS STILL TOO MUCH
FOR MOST USERS

HALL & PARTNERS

Or take Nanowear, which has developed

are subject to cognitive biases in every

revolutionary undergarments that collect

interaction we have. So understanding

continuous multi-channel ECG, heart rate

people’s conscious (rational, reflective)

and respiratory rate data from the wearer.

and unconscious (implicit, automatic)

If the user choses to opt in to share their

motivations helps us to understand

data with their healthcare provider, the

why people do what they do. If we don’t

sensors automatically send that data to

understand how they think, why they

a mobile app and then on to a web-based

make the choices they do and what they

portal for review by a physician.

fear, then the technology will not work as

—
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effectively as it should.
The effort, analysis and decision making
that most of today’s technology requires
is still too much for most users. To
counter that, we need to understand – like
these two examples – the biases and
barriers that may get in the way, especially
when working in collaboration on the path

OUR GOAL RIGHT NOW MUST
BE TO SIMPLIFY THE USER
EXPERIENCE

to transformative innovation.
Transformational change isn’t just about
Almost all of what influences our

the shiny bells and whistles. It’s about the

behavior is subconscious. We rely on

interaction of technology with the choices

our experience, memories, environment

we make, the biases we hold, and the

and instincts to make decisions and

behaviors we show and keep hidden.
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China’s healthcare system is undergoing

As a further step to control the excessive

a major reform, one of the most complex

use of pharmaceuticals, a ‘drug ratio

and far-reaching efforts ever undertaken

control’ was introduced which set up a

by a public health system. The aim is to

ceiling for drug revenue ratio (within total

establish a basic health system which

hospital revenue). In many cases the

will provide over 1.3 billion people with

stipulated drug ratio is around 30% and

better access to effective, low-cost health

payers won’t exceed this limit.

services.
As result of these policies, hospitals can
While China’s healthcare ecosystem

no longer profit from pharmaceuticals and

is undoubtedly complicated, it’s also

the prescription rate has dropped. Sales

full of potential. Medical reform will

of high-price medicines in particular are

reshuffle the elements in the healthcare

affected and hospital listing has become

chains, creating new systems which are

even more challenging.

appropriate for a modern society.
Here are three examples of key reforms

Generic consistency
evaluation (GCE)

and their implications for pharma

There’s a big difference in tender

multinational companies (MNCs):

prices between originator and generic
pharmaceutics. Typically, originator

‘Zero mark-up policy’
and ‘drug ratio control’

products still command a higher price

Traditionally hospitals in China have

(prescribers and patients) claim that they

added a 15% mark-up on all pharma

are of better quality.

after patent expiration, as many people

products, leading to a culture of overprescribing due to hospitals profiting.

As part of China’s drug approval reform,

In 2017, this mark-up was cancelled

all generic products must now pass

nationwide.

a compulsory consistency test. They

HALL & PARTNERS

will then be considered on a par with
originator products, helping drive down
the originator price. As China is one of the
largest generic drug markets in the world,
the GCE is likely to have significant, longlasting impacts on the market landscape,
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While China’s healthcare
ecosystem is undoubtedly
complicated, it’s also
full of potential

drug pricing and generic competition.
How should MNC pharma players respond

Speeded-up approval
process and faster medical
insurance listing

to these reforms? One way is by bringing

Due to bureaucratic processes, it’s

mentioned above, current portfolios are

traditionally taken a very long time to

unlikely to provide sufficient growth. New

bring new drugs to market in China.

products will hit the market a lot quicker

However, in recent years there’s been a

than ever before; however, MNCs must

noticeable earlier-than-expected approval

take the dynamics of the Chinese market

timeline for innovative products that treat

into account and be prepared to go into

serious diseases, such as cancer.

medical insurance negotiation with a

more innovative products to the Chinese
market: given all the cost-control policies

realistic pricing strategy.
Regarding medical insurance, it
used to be the case that the medical

Or, an alternative strategy, MNCs could

reimbursement list was updated only

focus on streamlining their current ‘in-line’

once every five to ten years, so the

products - the ones that have been on the

opportunity for new products to be

market for a long time with increasing

included soon after launch was very

pressure for price cuts. For example,

limited. However, the government has

at HCR Healthcare we’re increasingly

recently been very active in engaging

seeing MNC players license out their old

in negotiations with manufacturers for

products to local companies, thereby

medical insurance listing and it now

reducing costs and freeing up resources

seems this will become an annual event.

for higher-growth products.

At HCR Healthcare, many of our MNC
pharma clients have expressed their

In this period of healthcare

surprise at being called to negotiations

transformation, forecasting the trend and

thanks to the new streamlined approval

catching the opportunities can only help

and medical insurance list processes.

MNCs gain the upper hand.
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Lessons
in empathy
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“You never really understand a person until
you consider things from his point of view
… until you climb into his skin and walk
around in it.”
The famous quote from Atticus Finch in
To Kill a Mockingbird inspires us to do
more than just listen to someone else’s
experience; it challenges us to inhabit
their world and take their perspective on
an issue. And that’s not an easy thing to
do.
But what if we could? How might we
think differently about things if we could
view the challenges we want to tackle at
work, or even at home, through someone
else’s eyes?
Nearly twenty years ago Nissan
demonstrated the business potential for
empathy, developing an ‘ageing suit’ to
unlock the design challenges of catering
to older drivers. Nissan’s engineers
used the suit to simulate some of the

TRANSFORM
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physical difficulties faced by the ageing

not just doctor-patient communication,

driver: restricted movement of the knees,

shared decision-making and patient

elbows, back and neck, a reduced sense

satisfaction, but hard clinical outcomes

of touch, and blurry vision. This insight

too. A great example is the 2011 study

into older drivers’ needs enabled the car

by Hojat et al., where diabetic patients

manufacturer to realise the business

cared for by family doctors with greater

potential of a new and profitable market

empathy had better glycaemic control.

segment – the growing senior population
in Japan.

At the University of Westminster we’ve
been researching the benefits of teaching

THERE’S A STRONG
EVIDENCE BASE FOR THE
ABILITY OF TRAINING
INTERVENTIONS TO ENHANCE
EMPATHY

empathy in organisations. Not simply
to think differently about a challenge –
developing treatments for people living
with a chronic condition – but also
how this might motivate and engage
staff throughout the organisation, from
finance to HR. We recently conducted
an international evaluation study of an
‘empathy app’ – a digital tool which
immerses participants in the experience

Training to build empathy is already a

of living with Inflammatory Bowel Disease

well-established teaching tool across a

(IBD).

range of healthcare professions, focusing
on both the physical and emotional

This immersive learning experience, In

impact of illness. For example: trainee

Their Shoes®, was developed by Takeda

pharmacists experiencing the pill burden

Inc, the global pharma company. We

of the elderly; nurses learning how it

used both quantitative and qualitative

feels to be confined to a bed on the ward;

research in our evaluation, allowing us

and doctors confronting the bio-psycho-

to dig deeper into the experience of

social impact of a chronic condition. This

climbing into someone else’s skin, as

area is well researched, with a strong

Atticus describes it. The results clearly

evidence base for the ability of training

showed that the immersive learning

interventions to enhance empathy. And,

programme increased empathy in our

in turn, for enhanced empathy to improve

participants, both towards IBD patients

HALL & PARTNERS

and more generally. But more than that,

to energise teams. From a research

the emotional rollercoaster of managing

standpoint we were able to uncover

a disease left the employees feeling

some of the characteristics that make

they’d been on a transformative personal

this kind of intervention successful.

journey. The “eye opening” experience

We found that authenticity was key –

generated both positive and negative

participants needed to know that they

emotions, a combination shown by

were experiencing the ‘real life’ of a

Nijstad et al. (2010) to drive creativity. The

patient. Duration was also important –

tension between these opposing feelings

the immersive learning didn’t stop when

was eloquently summed up by one

they left the office and returned home.

participant: “It was a great experience. I

Participants had to continue to ‘live’ with

felt lonely, sick and sad”.

IBD at home, helping them connect with

—
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the challenges in daily social and family
For our study participants, as well as

interactions, not just in the workplace.

increasing their understanding and
knowledge about the disease, the
experience left them changed. They
described the urgency of addressing the
stigma of illness, the need for more and
better patient advocacy, and their desire
to challenge and innovate in their role.
They considered it a powerful learning

THE IMMERSIVE LEARNING
DIDN’T STOP WHEN
PEOPLE LEFT THE OFFICE
AND RETURNED HOME

experience – the difference between
understanding and generating an

Our study has been the first to evaluate

emotional engagement that made them

these different impacts of enhanced

want to champion the interests of those

empathy, demonstrating improvements

with IBD.

in learning, understanding, motivation
and engagement. In a world where the

From a business perspective, this is

‘empathy deficit’ is a prevalent topic,

an interesting concept: translating an

it’s valuable to reflect on how we might

abstract corporate goal into a personal

use digital tools to help us step into

mission. And there are anecdotes and

someone’s skin – and what personal

evidence to support the business benefits

and professional successes this new

of using an emotionally charged narrative

perspective might offer.
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Black swans and white swans
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We live in an age of distributed consumer

In data science circles, ‘black-swan events’

engagement, enabled by technology.

are synonymous with the unexpected and

Human intelligence is modelled into

extremely hard to predict; but we’re now

data algorithms which are creating a

predicting and modelling better than ever

new generation of artificial intelligence

before. The eponymous Black Swan Data

solutions. I suspect we’re approaching a

is a trend prediction agency that’s making

new tipping point in our history: the age

waves across the research industry. By

of productising intelligence and using

reading conversations across the internet,

predictive modelling to help us forecast

they’re able to help brands hear the things

events.

of value which they’re unaware of – new
trends – and then test the principles

Back in 16th century London, the notion

of what brands want to release to their

of ‘seeing a black swan’ was used as a

consumers. They do this by identifying

metaphor for a statement of improbability

the gaps and needs of audiences using

(that is, before we discovered Australia

a reverse version of their trend analysis

where black swans are native).

tools.
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CURRENT PROCESS USED TO DETECT EYE DISEASE

Clinicians use OTC scans to

OTC scans produce a

diagnose eye disease - over,

detailed 3D map of the

5,000 are conducted at Moorfields

back of the eye, which

Hospital every week

helps clinicians identify
features of eye disease

POTENTIAL AI-ENHANCED PROCESS TO DETECT EYE DISEASE

© DeepMind Health and Moorfields Eye Hospital

These guys have also been putting their

White Swan, the company’s charitable

minds to how technology and analytics

trust, tells the story of the founder’s sister

can improve health outcomes. They’ve

Julie, the first to benefit from their new

launched a version of their data ingestion

approach to diagnosis. Her rare disease

platform which they envisage will help

saw her health deteriorate over many

accelerate the diagnosis of rare diseases

years; she became wheelchair bound and,

by sending unidentified symptoms out to

despite endless tests, doctors were at a

thousands of data points and connecting

loss to explain her condition. In response

this information together.

to the distribution of her symptoms using
a data algorithm across over 30,000
medical data points, three returned

IN THE FUTURE, EXPERTISE
IS LIKELY TO BE MORE
PREDICTABLE, MORE
MEASURABLE AND MORE

suggestions she had a rare but treatable
form of Parkinson’s disease.
Julie has just run her first triathlon and
normal life with her family has been
resumed. Heart-warming perhaps, but as

ACCESSIBLE THAN EVER

White Swan starts to probe epidemiology,

BEFORE

diaspora mapping and social colloquial

ankylosing spondylitis, disease

HALL & PARTNERS
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Currently, trained clinicians analyse these

This can sometimes cause delays

OT scans. These scans are hard to interpret

treating patients in need of urgent

- so analysing the images and identifying

care, which may lead to avoidable

signs of eye disease can take time

sight loss in patients

AI technology analyses the

It is then able to recommend

Those patients can then be

OCT image and is able to spot

to clinicians those patients

prioritised, with the most

features of eye disease in

in urgent need of treatment -

pressing cases treated first.

seconds

providing information showing

This could have a huge impact

how it came to its decision

in reducing instances of
preventable sight loss

expressions of stage one pulmonary

future, expertise is likely to be more

thrombosis, it poses questions about new

predictable, more measurable and more

collaborations between unlikely partners.

accessible than ever before.

Do commercial data science businesses
and academic R&D have a greater role

What AI really does is to model this

in shaping the future of pharma and

expertise and create democratised

healthcare?

access unlike anything we’ve ever been
able to offer humanity. That makes it

What role therefore do data and AI play

something of a game changer. With

in the world of healthcare? I recently read

the advent of AI and robotics there will

with interest a piece on how Deep Mind’s

potentially be less work for human beings

AI could potentially have a huge impact in

to do, as machines can and will be trained

reducing instances of preventable sight

to do things better with less fallibility.

loss as it can now match health experts

But freeing up time for other purposes

at spotting eye disease – as shown

is not necessarily a negative … and if we

above. Indeed, an expert in any discipline

can provide better health, more simply,

is expert because they’ve defined the

to greater numbers in need, then why

best sources of relevant knowledge along

wouldn’t we?

with the most effective way of combining
these to create their ‘expertise’. In the
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© ResMed

Leadership comes from many corners.

connectivity had evolved the experience

And as technology reshapes the

of CPAP patients and the caregivers who

face of healthcare, my passion as a

monitor home medical equipment use

pharmaceutical marketing researcher has

(HMEs). I found her eager to imagine new

often compelled me to seek leaders out

possibilities.

to examine their instincts for smart risk.
ResMed – a leading connected health and
digital technology company focused on

Margaret: What inspired
ResMed’s leap into the
connected space?

sleep apnea, COPD and other respiratory
conditions – first caught my eye in 2012.

Erika: We had an idea about enabling

With the launch of its AirSense 10 CPAP

remote monitoring for CPAP patients.

machine (continuous positive airway

Wearing a mask every night is hard to get

pressure for sleep apnea), ResMed had

used to, but in order for the HME to get

announced a bold new commitment: to

paid for the equipment or reimbursed by

embed connectivity in all its devices. It

insurance companies, patients have to be

was first in its category.

compliant on therapy. Before the AirSense
10, the patient either had to bring their

In her customer insights role, Erika

device, or send its SD card, to the HME’s

Rodman designs research to identify

office, or the HME had to travel to the

needs and more deeply understand where

patient’s home to get that data. Cloud

trends are leading. I wanted to hear how

connectivity enables data to travel safely

HALL
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& PARTNERS
PARTNERS

from the device directly to the HME – or
a patient’s physician – without anyone
having to spend either the extra time or

Margaret: Have insights
from the data impacted
ResMed’s products?

effort.

Erika: Most certainly. We now have
Margaret: How does the
connectivity work?

data on more than 2.5 billion nights of
sleep and are using it to innovate new
products and solutions. We’re also using

Erika: As the patient uses the

data to help our HME customers better

device, a cellular chip is automatically

serve patients. As they monitor patients

transmitting nightly usage data to the

over a longer period, I can see us using

Cloud. With the patient’s permission, it’s

that data to identify types of patients

sent to a digital platform that medical

that are more likely to be non-compliant

providers can access to monitor data in

– using factors such as gender, ethnicity,

real time. The data includes things like the

weight, etc.

number of hours patients used their CPAP,
or if they suffered mask leaks. We also
launched myAir, a patient engagement
app that empowers patients to monitor
their own data.

Margaret: Has connectivity
had an impact on
compliance?

Margaret: Let’s talk
about the longer term.
What are your hopes and
expectations for where
connectivity will take
healthcare?
Erika: The industry doesn’t focus on
long-term care right now, and I think

Erika: Yes. A 2016 CHEST study

more people are becoming aware that

showed CPAP patients were 87%

it should. I’ve been talking about [initial]

compliant on therapy when both remotely

compliance, but we want patients

monitored and self-monitored, compared

engaged long-term – there’s a whole

to roughly half that number on non-Cloud-

bunch of comorbidities connected

connected devices. Plus, in a 2015 Sleep

with sleep apnea. There’s also a lot of

and Breathing study, clinicians saved

movement with how companies like

nearly 60% on time needed to manage

Google use data, and now Amazon is

patients when they were remotely

getting into healthcare. The big guys are

monitored. So, connected health solutions

looking to keep transforming healthcare,

are truly a win-win for patients and their

and ResMed will continue to help lead in

equipment providers.

this space.

—
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The need to change people’s behaviour

problem for the medical profession.

is at the heart of many professions.

Behaviour represents the largely

Politicians try to change our political

unconscious actions we take every

behaviour. Traffic police try to change

day and affects how we take medicine

our driving behaviour. As parents, we

(adherence), whether we get enough

continually attempt to improve the

exercise (physical activity), eat the right

way our children behave. Marketing

food or avoid cigarettes and alcohol. In

and communications have behavioural

the same way, we also need to look at the

change firmly at the centre of their

behaviour of healthcare professionals.

agenda, yet behavioural science is not

Prescribing habits, hand washing and

a standard part of marketing education.

assessing diagnostic panels are all areas

And in healthcare, this seems even

that behaviour influences.

further away.
Most of these behaviours seem hard
However, when you look at making a

to change and are out of reach. This is

sustainable change in people’s health,

in part due to the difficulty in observing

changing behaviour remains the biggest

and influencing behaviour. Until recently

TRANSFORM
TRANSFORM
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it’s been challenging to track people’s

of behavioural change, the COM-B model

actions, predict their behaviour and

and Behaviour Change Wheel by Michie et

understand the choices they make. But

al. is emerging as a practical framework

technology now allows us to make sense

to craft interventions in the healthcare

of behaviour through sensors, mobile

and commercial spaces. The three-

communication like smartphones, and

layered wheel demonstrates the need

machine learning that can use the vast

for more holistic programmes of change

datasets that are being recorded.

that address elements such as capability
(knowledge, skills, stamina), opportunity

Digital tools have taken

(physical, social, political, cultural) and
motivation (automatic or self-reflective).

communications into the
homes and pockets of

Based out of UCL’s Centre for Behaviour
Change, Professor Susan Michie
– along with her colleagues and

patients

collaborators – has successfully used
the wheel as a design tool to improve
Healthcare, like many industries, has

health-related behavioural change in

seen digital offerings and solutions

adherence, smoking cessation, diabetes

increase at an exponential rate over the

management and other conditions.

last ten years. While other industries

At Phorix we’re currently exploring its

are harnessing the maturity of Artificial

potential to aid the design of digital

Intelligence and mobile computing power,

interventions in asthma and chronic

healthcare has been slow to explore how

kidney disease, as well as addressing

these digital capabilities can be used to

the change of behaviour needed by

support health-related behaviour change.

physicians to adopt new medical
practices.

CONVENTIONAL CHANGE
PROGRAMMES

There are other tools and processes that
help in assessing people’s behaviours.

Behaviour change programmes involve

Customer and patient journeys, for

understanding the behaviour, designing

example, can highlight what’s going on in

interventions and measuring their effect.

a complex system, often in a visual way

This requires a different approach and

that helps teams see the cause of the

mindset compared to traditional patient

behaviour and how to formulate potential

research. While there are many theories

solutions. While storytelling is an on-trend
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pharma tactic, the skill of understanding

Tools like smartphones, smartwatches,

medical narrative is relevant, if

smart spaces, Internet of Things and

something of an older and forgotten

Internet of Medical Things, as well as

ability. Documenting and analysing

other connected ecosystems, have

the stories from medical narrative can

taken us to the moment and place that

pinpoint language, metaphors and

behaviour occurs. They’re helping to find

images that articulate the what and how

the leading indicators of behaviour and

to affect change.

act as a channel to communicate with
people to affect and sustain change.

DIGITALLY ENABLED
CHANGE PROGRAMMES

We need to learn new and complementary
ways to assess behaviour and find

Digital tools have been able to take

applications beyond education if we’re

communications into the homes and

to make behaviour change effective and

pockets of patients. This allows data

sustainable. Digital tools are a significant

to be gathered and algorithms to

advance in technology, but without a

predict behaviour before it happens and

deeper understanding of what these

communicate with people in real time,

devices need to communicate – and

thus helping to make behavioural

when it’s best to communicate – we may

change sustainable.

not realise their real potential.
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‘Quality of life’ is a term
that’s used extensively to
justify prescribing decisions

“Would you rather live a short yet

and cancer have consistently boosted

glorious life or settle for a long, lacklustre

human longevity for decades. Many

existence?” This was the question posed

blockbuster drugs, particularly in

to a class full of ten-year olds when

oncology, have based their marketing

our history teacher explained the story

narratives on the promise of prolonging

of the two destinies presented to the

survival.

mythological hero Achilles. Our teacher
was astonished that this dilemma could

What therefore happens when the drugs

trigger such deep, philosophical angst

of tomorrow offer improvements that are

amongst children whose main priorities

negligible and don’t offer substantial cost

typically revolved around trading football

benefit returns to healthcare systems?

stickers and playing computer games.

It may not be completely inconceivable

While that time at school is a distant

that we’re on the cusp of one last ‘golden

memory, I still find the theme of quality

generation’ for the pharma industry as

of life versus quantity of life a source of

we know it, where the next series of

perpetual fascination.

drug launches maximise our potential
for reaching everyone’s optimal life

A recent report about the progress of life

expectancy. And to what extent will that

expectancy in the UK grinding to a halt

change the current narrative? It could be

this year is indicative of the challenges

feasible that a game-changing cancer

that lie ahead for the pharmaceutical

therapy in a decade or two from now

industry and healthcare technology. While

positions itself as the last thrust towards

there’s certainly room for improvement

a longer lifespan.

to match the leading countries (the UK
is currently hovering around twentieth in

‘Quality of life’ is a term that’s used

the world), it’s inevitable that we reach

extensively to justify prescribing decisions

a plateau where mankind can’t push

and can be the key differentiator for

the biological boundaries any further.

many of the brands we have helped to

Ongoing advances in the treatment of

cultivate. As the gains in life expectancy

infectious diseases, chronic conditions

over the next ten to fifteen years become

HALL & PARTNERS

more incremental, it’s likely that features

of digital versions of ourselves for future

such as method of administration

of digital versions of ourselves for future

and tolerability form the backbone of

implantation into android-like bodies,

positioning for future products.

the insertion of implants to augment our

—
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brain capacity and the coding of all our
However, the mere concept of death

behavioural traits to expand the use of

and a theoretical life expectancy is

artificial intelligence to help us navigate

being challenged in some quarters with

every step of our lives. Of course, a

various movements exploring mankind’s

number of these developments appear

ability to attain ‘immortality’. Mark

outlandish in the current context, but

O’Connell’s recent book To Be A Machine

when we reach a point where we’ve

superbly explores the principles behind

exhausted all pharmaceutical and medical

‘transhumanism’ – a movement that

improvements, human nature typically

seeks to use technology to enhance

steers us to the next frontier.

the human body to a state where it
can exist, ultimately forever, free from
the restrictions imposed by ageing
and disease. To be fair, medicine has

The mere concept of
death and a theoretical

always tried to rectify the frailties of the
human condition – from an antibiotic
to treat an infection to a pacemaker
to alleviate cardiac insufficiency – but

life expectancy is being
challenged in some quarters

transhumanism goes even further.
Pharma companies still have a pivotal
O’Connell’s exchanges with various

role in ensuring that people live as well

members of this growing movement

as possible if not for as long as possible.

introduce us to organisations and

This will certainly serve our immediate

startups exploring the possibilities that

needs … before we seriously consider

are akin to those seen in episodes of

transitioning ourselves into digital avatars

Black Mirror. These include the uploading

for eternity.
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connect with us_
Wherever you are, we work there too. And we hope to
hear from you. We’re ready to start a new conversation
and help you on your transformation journey.

Contacts
CHICAGO | chicago@hallandpartners.com
DUBAI | dubai@hallandpartners.com
LONDON | london@hallandpartners.com
LOS ANGELES | losangeles@hallandpartners.com
MELBOURNE | melbourne@hallandpartners.com
NEW YORK | newyork@hallandpartners.com
SALT LAKE CITY | saltlakecity@hallandpartners.com
SEATTLE | seattle@hallandpartners.com
SINGAPORE | singapore@hallandpartners.com
SYDNEY | sydney@hallandpartners.com
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